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(54) Sharing of first class objects across multiple interpreted programming languages

(57) Systems and methods are disclosed for ena-
bling users to write scripting code in a first scripting lan-
guage, and then use a second scripting language to call
language constructs written in that first scripting lan-
guage. Functions, Class Definitions, Class Instances,
Modules and other language constructs are treated as
first-class objects that can be shared across the different
scripting languages. The techniques disclosed herein are

also applicable to domain-specific languages. As part of
the methodology, a respective underlying representation
of each of these object types is designed as an interface
and then that interface is implemented in each scripting
language. In addition, code is written in each scripting
language implementation to allow the latter to use the
interface to represent a Function, Class, or other lan-
guage construct.
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] The present disclosure relates generally to interfaces which allow the use in one interpreted programming
language of language constructs written in a different interpreted programming language. In particular, this disclosure
relates to interfaces which would allow a user of a high-level script to integrate lower-level scripts written in different
scripting languages.
[0002] Compiled languages cannot be used interactively. The standard use case is to write the code, compile the
code, and then run the code. This is a good paradigm for a software developer who is writing an application, but it is not
as useful for an engineer or mathematician who needs to explore and solve a problem.
[0003] Interpreted languages can be used interactively. An engineer can have a "prompt" where he/she types code
and the code is interpreted and then executed while the underlying application is running. Examples of interpreted
languages include Python, Ruby, etc.
[0004] Scripting languages are added to applications to allow a user to drive the application from a command prompt
or text file. Interpreted languages can be used as scripting languages and hereinafter this disclosure will refer to interpreted
languages that are used for scripting as "scripting languages".
[0005] Python is an interpreted language. It has several implementations, including CPython and Jython. CPython is
written in C language and is commonly called Python. Jython is written in Java.
[0006] Java is a compiled language that runs on a Virtual Machine. There are several scripting languages that are
built on top of the Java Virtual Machine. These are commonly referred to as J-Based scripting languages. (Examples
include Jython, JRuby, Groovy and Rhino.)
[0007] A proprietary J-based scripting language is known that is a domain-specific language designed for geometry
manipulation and meshing (creating discrete representations). Also known is an application written in Java for geometric
construction, analysis and manipulation, which is designed to be scripted. The underlying Java code defines many
geometry operations. Engineers can then use these scripts to make use of specific geometry operations to solve their
engineering problem. These scripts represent knowledge capture of the engineering process. There is a strong need to
reuse these scripts. There is a need to be able to drive the aforementioned geometric construction application using
these preexisting proprietary language scripts.
[0008] Consider a high-level engineering process that consists of several lower-level engineering processes. Each
lower-level process may have already been written. An engineer needs to be able to write a high-level script that integrates
the lower-level scripts. Since these scripts may be written in more than one scripting language, a way is needed to easily
share the functions, classes, instances and objects that were created in the different scripting languages.
[0009] It is currently possible in existing scripting environments to share data between scripting languages, but to do
so takes programming skill as well as knowledge of the underlying Java language. A solution to this problem should be
designed for engineers, not for application developers, so the solution should not require additional programming/software
development on the engineer’s part.
[0010] Thus there is a need for a methodology that allows different engineers to program in different scripting languages
and then share the code they write across these scripting languages without considering issues of the underlying language
implementations. Preferably the solution will also include domain-specific languages.

SUMMARY

[0011] Systems and methods are disclosed for enabling users to write scripting code in a first Java-based scripting
language, such as Jython, JRuby, and Matlab, and then use a second Java-based scripting language to call language
constructs written in that first scripting language. Language constructs include, for example, Lists, Sets, Maps, Functions,
Class Definitions, Class Instances and Modules of code. For example, the disclosed methodology enables an engineer
to write a function in one scripting language and call it from another scripting language. The techniques disclosed herein
are also applicable to domain-specific languages.
[0012] In accordance with the embodiments disclosed hereinafter, Functions, Class Definitions, Class Instances,
Modules and other language constructs are treated as first-class objects that can be shared across the different scripting
languages. In computing, a first-class object is an entity that can be constructed at run-time, passed as a parameter or
argument, returned from a subroutine, or assigned into a variable. As part of the methodology disclosed herein, a
respective underlying representation of each of these object types is designed as a Java interface and then that interface
is implemented in each scripting language. In addition, code is written in each scripting language implementation to
allow the latter to use the Java interface to represent a Function, Class, or other language construct.
[0013] The methodology disclosed herein allows different scripting languages to interact with each other in a way that
is natural for the given language so that the engineer using that scripting language need not consider or have any
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expertise in or knowledge of other scripting languages when they write their scripts.
[0014] More specifically, one aspect of the invention is a method of sharing language constructs among different
scripting languages comprising: (a) defining a core application programming interface which is language-neutral relative
to a plurality of scripting languages, the core application programming interface comprising a respective core interface
for each of a plurality of types of language constructs; (b) calling a language construct of a type written in a first scripting
language, the call being made by a language construct of the type written in a second scripting language; (c) creating
an instance of a core interface that handles language constructs of the type; (d) redirecting the call to the instance of
the core interface; and (e) redirecting the call received by the instance of the core interface to the language construct
of the type written in the first scripting language.
[0015] Another aspect of the invention is a system that enables language constructs to be shared among different
scripting languages, the system comprising a core application programming interface which is language-neutral relative
to a plurality of scripting languages, the core application programming interface comprising a respective core interface
for each of a plurality of types of language constructs, and a processor programmed to execute operations (b) through
(e) set forth in the preceding paragraph in response to a user command.
[0016] A further aspect of the invention is a method of making a call to a language construct, wherein the call is written
in a first scripting language while the language construct is written in a second scripting language, comprising: (a) defining
a core application programming interface which is language-neutral relative to the first and second scripting languages,
the core application programming interface comprising a respective core interface for each of a plurality of types of
language constructs; (b) creating first and second core interface objects; (c) creating a first language adapter object that
redirects the call to the first core interface object; (d) creating a language construct object written in the second scripting
language; (e) creating a first core adapter object that redirects the call received by the first core interface object to the
language construct object; (f) creating a second language adapter object that returns to the second core interface object
a result produced by the language construct object; and (g) creating a second core adapter object that redirects the
returned results received by the second core interface object to a language construct object written in the first scripting
language.
[0017] Yet another aspect of the invention is a system for making a call to a language construct, wherein the call is
written in a first scripting language while the language construct is written in a second scripting language, the system
comprising a core application programming interface which is language-neutral relative to the first and second scripting
languages, the core application programming interface comprising a respective core interface for each of a plurality of
types of language constructs, and a processor programmed to execute operations (b) through (g) set forth in the preceding
paragraph in response to a user command.
[0018] The invention involves a method of sharing language constructs among different scripting languages comprising:
defining a core application programming interface which is language-neutral relative to a plurality of scripting languages,
said core application programming interface comprising a respective core interface for each of a plurality of types of
language constructs; calling a language construct of a first type written in a first scripting language, the call being made
by a language construct of said first type written in a second scripting language; creating a first instance of a first core
interface that handles language constructs of said first type; redirecting the call to said first instance of said first core
interface; and redirecting the call received by said first instance of said first core interface to said language construct of
said first type written in said first scripting language. The method may include creating an instance of a first language
adapter; and creating an instance of a first core adapter, wherein operation (d) is implemented by said instance of said
first language adapter and operation (e) is implemented by said instance of said first core adapter.
[0019] The method may also include creating an instance of said language construct of said first type written in said
first scripting language in response to the call; returning a result of said instance of said language construct of said first
type written in said first scripting language; creating a second instance of said first core interface; redirecting the returned
result to said second instance of said first core interface; and redirecting the returned result received by said second
instance of said first core interface to said language construct of said first type written in said second scripting language.
The method can comprise creating an instance of a second language adapter; and creating an instance of a second
core adapter, wherein operation (i) is implemented by said instance of said second language adapter and operation (j)
is implemented by said instance of said second core adapter.
[0020] The first type of language construct may be selected from the following set of types: primitives, strings, lists,
dictionaries, sets, tuples, arrays, functions, class definitions, class instances, methods and modules. The first and second
scripting languages may be are J-based. The method may comprise calling a language construct of a second type written
in a third scripting language, the call being made by a language construct of said second type written in said second
scripting language; creating a first instance of a second core interface that handles language constructs of said second
type; redirecting the call to said first instance of said second core interface; and redirecting the call received by said first
instance of said second core interface to said language construct of said second type written in said third scripting
language.
[0021] The method can include creating an instance of a third language adapter; and creating an instance of a third
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core adapter, wherein operation (m) is implemented by said instance of said third language adapter and operation (n)
is implemented by said instance of said third core adapter. In addition, the method may further comprise creating an
instance of said language construct of said second type written in said third scripting language in response to the call;
returning a result of said instance of said language construct of said second type written in said third scripting language;
creating a second instance of said second core interface; redirecting the returned result to said second instance of said
second core interface; and redirecting the returned result received by said second instance of said second core interface
to said language construct of said second type written in said second scripting language. It may also involve creating
an instance of a fourth language adapter; and creating an instance of a fourth core adapter, wherein operation (r) is
implemented by said instance of said fourth language adapter and operation (s) is implemented by said instance of said
fourth core adapter.
[0022] A system may enable language constructs to be shared among different scripting languages, said system
comprising a core application programming interface which is language-neutral relative to a plurality of scripting lan-
guages, said core application programming interface comprising a respective core interface for each of a plurality of
types of language constructs, and a processor programmed to execute the following operations in response to a user
command: calling a language construct of a first type written in a first scripting language, the call being made by a
language construct of said first type written in a second scripting language; creating a first instance of a first core interface
that handles language constructs of said first type; redirecting the call to said first instance of said first core interface;
and redirecting the call received by said first instance of said first core interface to said language construct of said first
type written in said first scripting language. The system may include a processor that is programmed to execute the
following operations: creating an instance of a first language adapter; and creating an instance of a first core adapter,
wherein operation (c) is implemented by said instance of said first language adapter and operation (d) is implemented
by said instance of said first core adapter. Optionally, the system wherein said processor is further programmed to
execute the following operations: creating an instance of said language construct of said first type written in said first
scripting language in response to the call; returning a result of said instance of said language construct of said first type
written in said first scripting language; creating a second instance of said first core interface; redirecting the returned
result to said second instance of said first core interface; and redirecting the returned result received by said second
instance of said first core interface to said language construct of said first type written in said second scripting language.
[0023] The system wherein said processor is further programmed to execute the following operations: creating an
instance of a second language adapter; and creating an instance of a second core adapter, wherein operation (h) is
implemented by said instance of said second language adapter and operation (i) is implemented by said instance of
said second core adapter. The system may include a processor that is programmed to execute the following operations:
calling a language construct of a second type written in a third scripting language, the call being made by a language
construct of said second type written in said second scripting language; creating a first instance of a second core interface
that handles language constructs of said second type; redirecting the call to said first instance of said second core
interface; and redirecting the call received by said first instance of said second core interface to said language construct
of said second type written in said third scripting language. The system processor may be programmed to execute the
following operations: creating an instance of a third language adapter; and creating an instance of a third core adapter,
wherein operation (I) is implemented by said instance of said third language adapter and operation (m) is implemented
by said instance of said third core adapter.
[0024] The system processor may be further programmed to execute the following operations: creating an instance
of said language construct of said second type written in said third scripting language in response to the call; returning
a result of said instance of said language construct of said second type written in said third scripting language; creating
a second instance of said second core interface; redirecting the returned result to said second instance of said second
core interface; and redirecting the returned result received by said second instance of said second core interface to said
language construct of said second type written in said second scripting language. The system processor may also be
programmed to execute the following operations: creating an instance of a fourth language adapter; and creating an
instance of a fourth core adapter, wherein operation (r) is implemented by said instance of said fourth language adapter
and operation (s) is implemented by said instance of said fourth core adapter.
[0025] The invention involves a method of making a call to a language construct, wherein the call is written in a first
scripting language while the language construct is written in a second scripting language, comprising: defining a core
application programming interface which is language-neutral relative to said first and second scripting languages, said
core application programming interface comprising a respective core interface for each of a plurality of types of language
constructs; creating first and second core interface objects; creating a first language adapter object that redirects the
call to said first core interface object; creating a language construct object written in the second scripting language;
creating a first core adapter object that redirects the call received by said first core interface object to said language
construct object; creating a second language adapter object that returns to said second core interface object a result
produced by said language construct object; and creating a second core adapter object that redirects the returned results
received by said second core interface object to a language construct object written in said first scripting language.
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[0026] A system for making a call to a language construct is written in a first scripting language while the language
construct is written in a second scripting language, said system comprising a core application programming interface
which is language-neutral relative to said first and second scripting languages, said core application programming
interface comprising a respective core interface for each of a plurality of types of language constructs, and a processor
programmed to execute the following operations in response to a user command: creating first and second core interface
objects; creating a first language adapter object that redirects the call to said first core interface object; creating a
language construct object written in the second scripting language; creating a first core adapter object that redirects the
call received by said first core interface object to said language construct object; creating a second language adapter
object that returns to said second core interface object a result produced by said language construct object; and creating
a second core adapter object that redirects the returned results received by said second core interface object to a
language construct object written in said first scripting language.
[0027] Other aspects of the invention are disclosed and claimed below.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0028]

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing an adapter pattern for use when a Python user calls a function (named DSLFunction)
written in a domain-specific language by means of a Core API.
FIG. 2 is a diagram representing object-oriented code for facilitating the sharing of language constructs between a
plurality of scripting languages in accordance with one embodiment.

[0029] Reference will hereinafter be made to the drawings in which similar elements in different drawings bear the
same reference numerals.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0030] In the detailed disclosure that follows, the terms interface, Class definition, Class Instance, application pro-
gramming interface and adapter will have the following meanings:

Interface: A set of related methods (just the signatures of the methods, not the implementations).

Class Definition: A set of methods implemented together. A class definition may implement one or more interfaces.
The implementation often defines some data that is encapsulated and acted on by the implemented methods.

Class Instance: A class definition can be instantiated multiple times. Each instantiation of the class definition is
called a class instance.

Application Programming Interface (API): A set of interfaces and class definitions with a set of behaviors associated
with those interfaces and those classes.

Adapter. A design pattern that allows an existing API to use an existing class definition that is not part of the API.
This is commonly done when the class definition it notionally the same as some interface or class that is in the API.
The adapter is a new class definition that conforms to the existing API. The existing class definition (which is not in
the API) is called the adaptee. The adapter contains the adaptee and implements an interface in the existing API
(or extends a class in the existing API) by making use of the adaptee.

[0031] To understand the methodology disclosed hereinafter, it is useful to look at how two scripts interact with each
other when they are written in the same language. First consider a simple script written in the Python language that
defines a function which adds two numbers and returns the result. Then consider a second script that uses the first script
to perform the addition operation.
[0032] Here is the code for the first script; it is written in a file called pyExample.py:

 --------------- start example.py ---------------
 def add(a, b):
    return a + b
 end function
 --------------- end example.py ---------------
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[0033] And here is the code of a second script that uses the first script:

 --------------- start useExample.py ---------------
 from example import add
 print ’3 + 4 = ’, add(3, 4)
 --------------- end useExample.py ---------------

[0034] The result of running this script is that it will print: 3+4=7
[0035] This disclosure adopts the Python idiom and will hereinafter refer to each script written in its own file as a
"module". Python’s import statement allows one module to access a function written in another module. So, in this case,
the useExample.py module imports the example.py module, and gets the function called "add" from that module. It then
makes use of that function by adding the numbers 3 and 4. Note that the import statement is searching for "add" which
is in "example" and to do that, it searches the directories in the Python path for files that have the name "example.py"
(and pyo, .pyc, etc.), it runs "example.py", which results in the creation of a module object, and then it looks in the module
for something called "add".
[0036] It would be desirable to introduce additional functionality to the Jython language that will allow a user to replace
the example.py file with some other file written in a different scripting language. Here is an example of a file written in a
domain-specific language:

 --------------- start example.DSL ---------------
 function add(a as double, b as double)
    return a + b
 end function
 --------------- end example.DSL ---------------

[0037] The goal is to be able to put example.DSL in the Python path instead of example.py and then have the module
useExample.py script work without modification. The methodology disclosed hereinafter allows that to happen.
[0038] Here is a list of language constructs that are typical across most procedural languages:

Data Types:

[0039]

• Primitives (including int, double, char, short, float, byte, and language specific constructs)
• Strings
• Lists
• Dictionaries (sometimes called maps)
• Sets (commonly implemented as the keys of a dictionary, only available in some languages)
• Tuples (a fixed list, only some languages)
• Arrays

Language Types:

[0040]

• Functions
• Class Definitions
• Class Instances
• Methods (i.e., methods of a class instance)
• Modules

[0041] The methodology disclosed herein enables a user to share each of these types of constructs across different
languages. To do this, first define an API (written in Java) which is language-neutral relative to each of a plurality of
scripting languages. This API consists of one interface for each Data Type and each Language Type (i.e., for each type
of language construct). These language construct interfaces will be referred to herein as the Core interfaces and they
will be named such that word "Core" is prepended to the type (e.g., CorePrimitive, CoreString, CoreFunction, Core-
ClassDefinition, etc.). In addition, all of the interfaces making up the Core will inherit from a common interface called
CoreObject.
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[0042] An exemplary interface for CoreFunction is the following:

[0043] The methodology disclosed herein makes extensive use of the adapter pattern to implement and use the Core
interfaces. For each language, two adapters need to be implemented for each type of language construct.
[0044] Consider a situation where a call is made by a computer user to the Core that relates to a specific type of
language construct and a specific scripting language. The computer programming will have available an implementation
of that language construct type in the API of that specific scripting language and will have an interface for that type in
the Core API. The first of the two adapters wraps the implementation of the language construct type in the specific
scripting language so that the first adapter conforms to the Core API and utilizes the language implementation. The
second adapter does the opposite and wraps the Core interface of that language construct type so that it conforms to
the API of the specific scripting language but utilizes the instance of the Core interface.
[0045] More specifically, for each type of language construct, one takes an existing language class definition and the
corresponding existing Core interface and then writes a new class definition that implements that Core interface (here-
inafter called a Core Adapter) and the other adapter allows the Core interface for that language construct type to be
used within the API of the language implementation (hereinafter called a Language Adapter).
[0046] For example, consider the Jython language and consider the Function type. The API for the implementation of
the Jython language implementation has a class definition called PyFunction. A user would need to write a Core Adapter
that implements the CoreFunction interface and redirects method calls made upon it to method calls in PyFunction. The
user also needs to write a Language Adapter that emulates a Python Function and redirects all calls to the CoreFunction
that is being wrapped.
[0047] FIG. 1 shows an adapter pattern for use when a Python user calls a function 14 (named DSLFunction) written
in a domain-specific language. The Python interpreter determines that a call should be made. It executes the call in
PyWrappedFunction 10, which is a Language Adapter, and redirects the call to the CoreFunction interface 12, which in
this case happens to be a CoreFunctionFromDSL implementation. This CoreFunctionFromDSL implementation 12 is a
Core Adapter that redirects the call to the DSLFunction. DSLFunction is part of the domain-specific language implemen-
tation and knows how to internally resolve the method.
[0048] For example, here is how a DSL function is defined in a text file:

 ---------------------------------------------------
 function add(a as double, b as double)
    return a + b
 end function
 ----------------------------------------------------

[0049] The DSL interpreter will interpret that text and create a DSL function instance. The DSL function can normally
be called from the DSL language like this:

 --------------------------
 c = add(1.0, 2.0)
 --------------------------
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[0050] The DSL interpreter will interpret the above text by looking up the existing DSL Function instance called "add".
It will pass into that DSL Function instance, two inputs (1.0 and 2.0). The DSL Function instance knows internally how
to "resolve the function". It will execute the "a + b", which in this case is "1.0 + 2.0" and it will return the output, 3.0.
[0051] So when this same function is called from Python, the system converts from Py objects to Core objects and
then from Core objects to DSL objects and then calls the "real" function, which knows how to take those inputs and
execute the code that was used to define the function.
[0052] An exemplary Language Adapter for converting a Python function to a Core function may take the following form:

[0053] The Language Adaptor lets a Python function masquerade as a Core function.
[0054] An exemplary Core Adapter for converting a Core function to a Python function has the following form:
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[0055] To implement each adapter, the user needs to be able to create adapters for one API based on existing objects
from another API. To support this, each scripting language must implement an AdapterFactory class with two methods.
One method converts objects for the Core API to the Language API and the other method converts objects from the
Language API to the Core API. The factory may create new instances of adapters or may make use of caching so that
it can reuse adapters. Note the case where a Python function is wrapped into a Core function and then needs to be
converted back into the Python language API. In this case, one does not want to create an adapter, but instead should
retrieve the underlying Python function and return it.
[0056] Elaborating on the situation depicted in FIG. 1, the DSL function takes DSL objects as input and returns a DSL
object as output. The Core function takes Core objects as input and returns a Core object as output. The Python function
takes Py objects as input and returns a Py object as output.
[0057] For Python to call the DSL function, we need a Python function that adapts a Core function that adapts a DSL
function. So the Python function takes Py objects as input. These Py objects are converted into Core objects and the
Core function is called with those Core object inputs. This Core function takes the Core object inputs and converts them
into DSL object inputs and calls the "real" DSL function. A DSL object is returned as the result. The Core function that
is adapting the DSL function converts that returned DSL object into a Core object and returns the Core object. Finally,
the Python function takes the returned Core object and converts it into a Python object.
[0058] As used herein, "converting" means that the AdapterFactory is called so that the correct adapters can be created
or retrieved.
[0059] It should be appreciated that the Core interfaces are not limited to those which facilitate the translation of DSL
objects into Python objects and the translation of Python objects into DSL objects, as depicted in FIG. 1, but rather can
be expanded to include Core interfaces for facilitating the sharing of objects written in other scripting languages. FIG. 2
is a diagram which shows a class CoreObject which can be extended to facilitate the sharing of language constructs
written in three different scripting languages: Jython, JRuby and a domain-specific language.
[0060] In accordance with the scheme depicted in FIG. 2, the Core API (class CoreObject and extensions) enables a
Jython user to access a language construct written in either JRuby or a DSL; enables a JRuby user to access a language
construct written in either Jython or a DSL; and enables a DSL user to access a language construct written in either
Jython or JRuby.
[0061] For example, to enable a Jython user to access a language construct written in a DSL, a first instance of a
Jython Language Adaptor (created or retrieved by the Jython-Core AdapterFactory 24) converts a first instance of a
PyObject 16 into a first instance of a CoreObject 18; and then a first instance of a DSL-Core Adaptor (created or retrieved
by the DSL-Core AdapterFactory 26) converts that first instance of a CoreObject 18 into a first instance of a DSLObject
20. Subsequently, a first instance of a DSL Language Adaptor (created or retrieved by the DSL-Core AdapterFactory
26) converts a second instance of a DSLObject 20 into a second instance of a CoreObject 18; and then a first instance
of a Jython-Core Adaptor (created or retrieved by the Jython-Core AdapterFactory 24) converts that second instance
of a CoreObject 18 into a second instance of a PyObject 16.
[0062] Similarly, to enable a JRuby user to access a language construct written in a DSL, a first instance of a JRuby
Language Adaptor (created or retrieved by the JRuby-Core AdapterFactory 28) converts a first instance of a RubyObject
22 into a third instance of a CoreObject 18; and then a second instance of a DSL-Core Adaptor (created or retrieved by
the DSL-Core AdapterFactory 26) converts that third instance of a CoreObject 18 into a third instance of a DSLObject
20. Subsequently, a second instance of a DSL Language Adaptor (created or retrieved by the DSL-Core AdapterFactory
26) converts a fourth instance of a DSLObject 20 into a fourth instance of a CoreObject 18; and then a first instance of
JRuby-Core Adaptor (created or retrieved by the JRuby-Core AdapterFactory 28) converts that fourth instance of a
CoreObject 18 into a second instance of a RubyObject 22.
[0063] In a similar manner, a DSL user can import language constructs written in either the Jython or JRuby scripting
language; a JRuby user can import language constructs written in the Jython scripting language; and a Jython user can
import language constructs written in the JRuby scripting language using the Core API. As previously mentioned, the
Core API includes a respective Core interface for each language construct, which Core interfaces inherit from a common
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interface called CoreObject.
[0064] Some languages are case sensitive and other languages are not. Therefore the interfaces for Dictionary and
Class Instances do not do lookup by String. Instead, a separate interface is implemented that defines a key called a
CoreKey. The embodiment includes implementations of CoreKey that are case sensitive and others that are case
insensitive.
[0065] To enable the system described above, each language must support the concept of an import hook. The term
import hook comes from the Python community and is a mechanism for redefining the function that gets called when an
import is performed. The import function needs to be enhanced so that it can handle modules that were written in other
languages. The common convention is to use the extension of the filename to determine the language that should be
used to interpret the file. Once the file is interpreted, it should produce some Module or Dictionary representation of the
contents of the file. That representation can then be used to create a CoreModuleAdapter that can be wrapped into a
module.
[0066] Note that if import hooks are not supported by the target language, then the general mechanism will still work
correctly, but it may require some modification of the calling script so that a function call is made to import the script
rather than a more natural import statement.
[0067] Also note that some languages cache imported modules so that they do not have to be interpreted again (also,
the class definitions do not have to be redefined). When an import occurs in one language, the implementer of the
embodiment needs to be careful to cache the imported module into each of the supported languages.
[0068] The above-described methodology provides cost savings by allowing engineers to share their analysis codes
easily. Different applications written in different languages can be quickly integrated. There is another cost savings when
engineers are able to write code in languages with which they are comfortable. They do not need to spend time training
in a new language. There is also a cost avoidance. By making it easier to share code, there is a much better chance of
getting code reuse.
[0069] While the invention has been described with reference to various embodiments, it will be understood by those
skilled in the art that various changes may be made and equivalents may be substituted for elements thereof without
departing from the scope of the invention. In addition, many modifications may be made to adapt a particular situation
to the teachings of the invention without departing from the essential scope thereof. Therefore it is intended that the
invention not be limited to the particular embodiment disclosed as the best mode contemplated for carrying out this
invention.
[0070] The method claims set forth hereinafter should not be construed to require that all operations of the method
be performed in the order in which they are recited.

Claims

1. A method of sharing language constructs among different scripting languages comprising:

(a) defining a core application programming interface which is language-neutral relative to a plurality of scripting
languages, said core application programming interface comprising a respective core interface for each of a
plurality of types of language constructs;
(b) calling a language construct of a first type written in a first scripting language, the call being made by a
language construct of said first type written in a second scripting language;
(c) creating a first instance of a first core interface that handles language constructs of said first type;
(d) redirecting the call to said first instance of said first core interface; and
(e) redirecting the call received by said first instance of said first core interface to said language construct of
said first type written in said first scripting language.

2. The method as recited in claim 1, further comprising:

creating an instance of a first language adapter; and
creating an instance of a first core adapter,
wherein operation (d) is implemented by said instance of said first language adapter and operation (e) is im-
plemented by said instance of said first core adapter.

3. The method as recited in claim 2, further comprising:

(f) creating an instance of said language construct of said first type written in said first scripting language in
response to the call;
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(g) returning a result of said instance of said language construct of said first type written in said first scripting
language;
(h) creating a second instance of said first core interface;
(i) redirecting the returned result to said second instance of said first core interface; and
(j) redirecting the returned result received by said second instance of said first core interface to said language
construct of said first type written in said second scripting language.

4. The method as recited in claim 3, further comprising:

creating an instance of a second language adapter; and
creating an instance of a second core adapter,
wherein operation (i) is implemented by said instance of said second language adapter and operation (j) is
implemented by said instance of said second core adapter.

5. The method as recited in claim 1, 2, 3, or 4 wherein said first type of language construct is selected from the following
set of types: primitives, strings, lists, dictionaries, sets, tuples, arrays, functions, class definitions, class instances,
methods and modules.

6. The method as recited in claim 1, 2, 3, or 4, wherein said first and second scripting languages are J-based.

7. The method as recited in claim 4, 5 or 6 further comprising:

(k) calling a language construct of a second type written in a third scripting language, the call being made by a
language construct of said second type written in said second scripting language;
(I) creating a first instance of a second core interface that handles language constructs of said second type;
(m) redirecting the call to said first instance of said second core interface; and
(n) redirecting the call received by said first instance of said second core interface to said language construct
of said second type written in said third scripting language.

8. The method as recited in claim 4, 5, 6 or 7, further comprising:

creating an instance of a third language adapter; and
creating an instance of a third core adapter,
wherein operation (m) is implemented by said instance of said third language adapter and operation (n) is
implemented by said instance of said third core adapter.

9. The method as recited in claim 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8, further comprising:

(o) creating an instance of said language construct of said second type written in said third scripting language
in response to the call;
(p) returning a result of said instance of said language construct of said second type written in said third scripting
language;
(q) creating a second instance of said second core interface;
(r) redirecting the returned result to said second instance of said second core interface; and
(s) redirecting the returned result received by said second instance of said second core interface to said language
construct of said second type written in said second scripting language.

10. The method as recited in claim 9, further comprising:

creating an instance of a fourth language adapter; and
creating an instance of a fourth core adapter,
wherein operation (r) is implemented by said instance of said fourth language adapter and operation (s) is
implemented by said instance of said fourth core adapter.

11. A system that enables language constructs to be shared among different scripting languages, said system comprising
a core application programming interface which is language-neutral relative to a plurality of scripting languages,
said core application programming interface comprising a respective core interface for each of a plurality of types
of language constructs, and a processor programmed to execute the following operations:
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(a) calling a language construct of a first type written in a first scripting language, the call being made by a
language construct of said first type written in a second scripting language;
(b) creating a first instance of a first core interface that handles language constructs of said first type;
(c) redirecting the call to said first instance of said first core interface; and
(d) redirecting the call received by said first instance of said first core interface to said language construct of
said first type written in said first scripting language.

12. The system as recited in claim 11, wherein said processor is further programmed to execute the following operations:

creating an instance of a first language adapter; and
creating an instance of a first core adapter,
wherein operation (c) is implemented by said instance of said first language adapter and operation (d) is imple-
mented by said instance of said first core adapter.

13. The system as recited in claim 12, wherein said processor is further programmed to execute the following operations:

(e) creating an instance of said language construct of said first type written in said first scripting language in
response to the call;
(f) returning a result of said instance of said language construct of said first type written in said first scripting
language;
(g) creating a second instance of said first core interface;
(h) redirecting the returned result to said second instance of said first core interface; and
(i) redirecting the returned result received by said second instance of said first core interface to said language
construct of said first type written in said second scripting language.

14. The system as recited in claim 13, wherein said processor is further programmed to execute the following operations:

creating an instance of a second language adapter; and
creating an instance of a second core adapter,
wherein operation (h) is implemented by said instance of said second language adapter and operation (i) is
implemented by said instance of said second core adapter.

15. The system as recited in claim 14, wherein said processor is further programmed to execute the following operations:

(j) calling a language construct of a second type written in a third scripting language, the call being made by a
language construct of said second type written in said second scripting language;
(k) creating a first instance of a second core interface that handles language constructs of said second type;
(I) redirecting the call to said first instance of said second core interface; and
(m) redirecting the call received by said first instance of said second core interface to said language construct
of said second type written in said third scripting language.
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